allocation and flowdown [DOR97] , is usually done using the requirements analyst's best judgement. Relevancy of system requirements to user requirements is often assessed heuristically or not at all.
When developing a new application in a new domain, the allocation and flowdown of requirements is a novel exercise and reuse of previous requirements definition exercises may not be possible. However, many software development projects are based upon a common technical base.
Examples of such repeatable domains include groupware or help desk applications. We postulate that a mechanism to facilitate the reuse of the system requirements would lead to more rapid development of system requirement specifications as well as a more complete picture of the necessary system functionality.
To design such a mechanism, we first consider the question of how to represent the relationship of system requirements to each other and to the user requirements that engender them. To do this, we define an abstract structure of interrelated system requirements called a system requirement web (SRW). A SRW is a directed graph in which the nodes represent system requirements and the edges represent relationships between requirements that we call weak implication. We say that one node weakly implies another node if it is more likely that the requirement represented by the second node is needed if the first one is. User requirements can trigger a flow of weak implication within a SRW, providing a model for allocation and flowdown of requirements. Our research objective was to investigate the use of the SR W architecture as an aid to improve the efficiency and reliability of the process of generating a system requirements specification from user requirements.
Our initial attempt to implement the SRW concept was based on production rules. For example, to model the situation where requirement A is weakly implied by requirement B, a production rule was constructed that had an antecedent condition that B had been previously implied and a consequent that asserted requirement A as being newly implied. By creating a number of such production rules a directed graph of implication relationships was created. We implemented our production system in JESS [FR198], which is a JAVA implementation of the CLIPS production system [GlA93].
Using production rules to model weak implication quickly ran into two difficulties. First, it was cumbersome to assess how strongly a given requirement was implied.
This was important because strength of implication may have significant effect on design decisions. Second, the rule bases were difficult to generate and debug. In trial runs, we found that the system tended either to recommend far too few or far too many requirements. where the node (and the associated requirement) were either implied or not implied. The propagation of weak implication was modeled propagating evidence within the Bayesian Network. Representing weak implication using conditional probabilities provided a numeric assessment for the relevance of the system requirement as part of the Bayesian Network representation. In other words, the higher the probability that a system requirement is implied (P(implied)), the more likely that it is really appropriate. Additionally, the probability that the system requirement is not needed was easily represented by P(not implied), where P(not implied)= I -P(implied) .
We model a weak implication relationship from a set of requirements to another requirement by arcs in the Bayesian network from the nodes in the set to the implied requirement. We created generic combination operations for constructing conditional probability tables using "and"
and "or" combinations. Probabilities near one in the conditional probability Two types of conditional probability allocations were used, a linear additive heuristic and the "noisy or". The linear additive heuristic is used in the instance where the nodes that weakly imply another SRW node from both sets of source SRWs work together, such that as more elements weakly imply the target SRW node the probability that the requirement is needed increases. The canonical rule for the "and" relationship within the SR W context is to first define the boundary probabilities for the node, basically the probability that the node is implied if all parents are implied and the probability the node is implied if none of the parents are implied. The conditional probabilities are then set using a linear distribution that treats each node equally. In the case study examined, most relationships between requirements could be modeled using the linear additive approach.
The "noisy or" model was used in the case where a child node has multiple parents and if one parent is weakly implied it will be sufficient to trigger the implication of the child. In this case, there is no synergistic effect between parents which differs from the linear additive approach. The "noisy or" also provides a effective model for the case where several distinct subsets of can imply the child requirement. A good discussion of the "noisy or" distribution is provided in [JEN96] .
Pursuing the Bayesian Network implementation of SRWs engendered a requirement for numerous engineering approximations. Since no frequency information was available, there was no numeric way to assess prior and conditional probabilities. The use of traditional knowledge elicitation routes was quickly determined to be impractical due to the sheer number of assessments that would need to be made. This resulted in a situation where probabilities had to be assessed using general rules and tailoring when needed. As will be seen later in this paper, good results were achieved using this approach providing evidence for the proposition that in this problem the structure of the SR W mattered more than the specific probability assessments. As with most requirements analysis tasks, the example assumes that there was little enumerative data to base a frequentist assessment · of conditional probabilities.
Therefore, the determination for the conditional probability tables was done heuristically. First, probabilities were selected to model that fact that both PDES and Distributed_Sim are, with no other evidence, very unlikely.
Setting the initial value that they are implied to 0.2 and the value that they are not implied to 0.8 reflected this.
Next, conditional probabilities were selected to model the situation where it is likely that time_ mgmt is implied if both PDES and Distributed_Sim are implied. This was accomplished by setting the conditional probability to 0.8 if both PDES and Distributed_Sim are implied and to 0.2 if neither one is implied. To provide a modicum of support if only one of the source nodes is implied, the probability that time_ mgmt is implied if either PDES or Distributed_ Sim is implied was set to 0.4.
The last conditional probability table that was created was for time_mgmt_msgs. The modeling criteria chosen was that unless time_ mgmt is implied it was unlikely that time_mgmt_messages would be implied. This was reflected by defining the conditional probability that time_mgmt_msgs was implied as 0.2 if time_mgmt was not implied and 0.8 if time_mgmt_msgs was implied. These probability assessments are summarized as follows:
• P(pdes) = P(distributed_sim) = implied = 0.2.
• P(time_mgmt) =implied
With no evidence introduced, the marginal probability that the time_ mgmt is implied is implied is 0.28 and that time_mgmt_msgs is implied is 0.35. This is interpreted that in the absence of any evidence the requirements time_mgmt and time_mgmt_msgs are probably not appropriate.
Suppose that concrete evidence was received that Distributed Sim is definitely needed. Since this is now a certainty, t h e Distributed_Sim node can be considered an observed fact, which has the effect of setting the implied probability to 1.0 and the not implied probability to 0.
This belief then propagates through the network raising the confidence that time mgmt is implied to 48% and time_mgmt_msgs to -49%.
Further, if the system requirement PDES is known the probability is raised to 80% for time_ mgmt and 68% for time_ mgmt_ msgs.
For the purpose of reporting both to the user and for the consumption of the agents, we created a threshold probability for requirements to be declared as implied. In We then identified the SRWs that had system requirements relevant to each of the functional areas.
These SRWs were glued together to form five larger SR Ws. From the 23 previously defined agents, we then defined sub-populations of SR W agents that contained knowledge about the broad functional areas. Members of these sub-populations would be able to interpret how user requirements engender specific system requirements in the glued SRW.
User requirements were sent to the agents as messages.
As appropriate, the . agents interpreted the user requirements as hard or soft evidence for system requirements within the SRW. As the evidence was declared, belief propagated through the SR W. System requirements that exceed the threshold were announced as implied system requirements. These implied system requirements were saved to form the core of the technical specification.
Validation of the results came from expert evaluation.
After the initial runs, the system requirements were repackaged into a technical description document that was submitted to software engineers working on the development of the tool. The experts provided an evaluation and this was used to modify the SRWs and the SRW agents. After modifications were made, a second iteration was run with the revised agents and SR Ws. This was then submitted to the technical experts a second time for their evaluation and comment.
The first two phases of testing were run in expert mode.
Expert mode is defined by · setting a relatively low threshold (P(implied) > threshold) for a system requirement to be declared as implied. This resulted in most of the requirements that should be implied by the system implied, but also resulted in a number of incorrectly implied requirements. The thinking behind the expert mode is that an expert user can discard the obviously incorrect requirements in favor of getting the most amount of coverage. This is precisely what happened in the first two phases of the case study. Since we could be considered experts in the domain of interest, the threshold was set purposely low and requirements that were obviously incorrect were thrown out.
During the assessments of the generated document, the evaluation team was unaware that BOSH was being used to generate the requirements. This was done purposefully so as not to introduce either a positive or a negative bias into the experiment. This is also why we ran the system in expert mode. Obvious errors in the document would have alerted the evaluation team and led to bias in the evaluation.
To assess how well the system would perform with no without eliminating obviously incorrect answers, a naive user test was run. The naive user simply regurgitated the results from BOSH with no additional processing. This test was run using the SR Ws that were tuned from phase one. The results were evaluated against the corrections made to the phase two document. A summary of this evaluation is provided in Figure 4 .
Requirements were evaluated according to two broad criteria, accuracy and coverage. Accuracy refers to whether the system requirement was correctly implied and was further broken down into the categories of correct as written, partially correct or miscategorized.
Coverage referred to whether a requirement that should have been implied was implied.
For phase one of the test approximately 70% of the requirements BOSH indicated should be implied were correct as written, 13% were partially correct and 17%
were incorrect. BOSH implied 85% of the requirements that should have been implied. After tuning, the user requirements were run again and significant improvement was realized. Specifically, 91% of the requirements that BOSH implied were implied correctly, 5% were partially correct and 4% were incorrect. BOSH implied 90% of the requirements that should have been implied. For the naive user test, the results were approximately equal to those realized during phase one of the test. BOSH correctly implied 65% of the system requirements correctly, implied 29% partially correctly and 6% were incorrect. BOSH achieved an 82% coverage ratio during the naive user test. The SRW population in some cases suggested requirements that were not implemented due to design decisions. This identification of missed requirements was an unanticipated benefit of the approach. Similarly, a more descriptive scheme for assessing the quality of output would be useful. All system requirements modeled in the SRW are not equally important to the system. Weak implication models how much a requirement is needed; there was no explicit modeling as to how important that requirement was. In pilot studies the SR W node description was expanded to include a context sensitive importance factor but this was not fully explored.
Another opportunity for further research is in the dynamic tailoring of SRWs predicated on some input criteria. 
